It’s All In the Details
How to Look Great in Your Senior Portraits
and Other Important Stuff

Senior Class
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Thank you
for choosing Duval.
We are honored that you
have selected Duval
to make your senior
portraits. We realize you
have many choices when it
comes to selecting a senior
photographer.
We promise to help you
get exciting and creative
photographs in a fun and
relaxing atmosphere.
This booklet will help
assist you in planning
your Photo Shoot so you
feel comfortable, look
great and get exactly the photographs you want.
Please look through the entire brochure—in it you will find
everything you need to get ready for your senior portrait
experience and the important details you need to know.
If you have any questions after you read this or at any time up
until your appointment day, please feel free to call the us at
(413) 283-9341 or email us at info@duvalphoto.com
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Getting Ready
for your Photo Shoot.

Your senior portraits are the most important photos you’ll ever
have taken. We want to make sure you get awesome images
while having an enjoyable Photo Shoot. Here’s how you can help.
• Let’s talk. Prior to your Photo Shoot we will have a phone
conversation about clothing, the location you’re selecting, and
where to meet.
• Plan on arriving to the photo shoot destination 15 minutes
before your appointment time. This will allow us to talk about
backgrounds and poses and complete some paperwork.
• Bring photos you like: friend’s senior pictures, Facebook shots,
magazine photographs, yearbooks, etc. The more we know what
you want, the easier it will be to help you get it! IMPORTANT:
Wear one of the outfits you want to be photographed in.
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Outfits,

choosing the right one.

You can bring multiple clothing changes for your Photo Shoot.
Keep in mind that the more times you change, the fewer photographs will be taken. (Bring more outfits if you’re not sure which
will look best – we’ll help you pick the ones that will flatter you
most in your portraits.)
Outfit variety is important. Bring a mix of light and dark, bold
and muted, casual and dressy. Avoid loud patterns and prints,
or strong contrasts (example: a white top with black jeans is too
contrasty). Bring a favorite hat or two, sunglasses or anything else
that’s you. Instruments, art, sports, etc are welcome
It’s important to bring what you like, but it’s even more important
to like what you bring!
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Clothing
tips.

How to look thinner.
Darker solid colors
when photographed in
wooded backgrounds,
and lighter and white
colors when in front of
light color backgrounds
helps to minimize size
– a large pattern of any
kind will make you look
bigger than you are.
Tanks or sleeveless tops
will add weight to shoulders and arms.
Glasses.
To eliminate distracting glare and reflections, call your optician
and arrange to either borrow a pair of empty frames like yours or
have the lenses removed from your own frames. Most opticians
will gladly do this for free if you give them a few days’ notice.
This is the most important way to improve your portraits if you
wear glasses. If you choose to wear your glasses with the lenses
in, keep in mind that removing glass glare from your photographs will be done at your expense.
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Getting
Ready
tips 1.

Suntans and Sunburns.
It’s very important that
you avoid spending too
much time in the sun or
the tanning booth just
before your Photo Shoot.
We can easily make you
look more tanned in your
portraits, but it’s costly to
fix a sunburned or peeling face. Tan lines from
swimsuits or tank tops
can be corrected, but at your expense, not ours.
Suntans and sunburns are blotchy. Most skin does not tan or
burn evenly and this really shows in photographs. Too much sun
darkens your skin unnaturally, dries out your hair, makes your skin
appear shiny and greasy and shows bags and redness under your
eyes. Removing sunburn will be at your expense.
Braces. Don’t be self-conscious about smiling with braces! If you
don’t like your braces in your portraits, they can be removed digitally for $41-$99 per pose. If you aren’t sure of what to do, don’t
hesitate to talk to Madeline before you begin your Photo Shoot.
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Getting
Ready
tips 2.

Zits and Stuff.
As part of our service,
each one of the poses
for our creative Photo
Shoot will have basic
softening, and each
one of the poses you
have made into finished
portraits will get a light
blemish retouching at
no extra charge.

To make the retouching less obvious,
use a little cover-up makeup on any problem areas. Our “zit-zappers” are the best in the industry, and will endeavor to give your
portraits a smooth, natural complexion. Be sure to ask in
advance if you have any questions about this at all.
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Tips
for guys.

Hair.
Schedule a haircut no later than one week before your session, to
give it a few days to fill in just a bit.
Face.
Shave just before you come – whiskers cost a lot to remove later!
Also, borrow some zit concealer from Mom, sister or girlfriend,
and use it – if you do, any editing we do later will be enhanced.
Tie and/or jacket?
The age old question. Although most guys don’t wear them, it’s
certainly OK if you want to. Especially for the formal poses. Or if
you just want to look good; ZZ Top sings, “Everybody’s crazy ‘bout
a sharp dressed man.”
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Tips
for girls.

How to look thinner.
Darker solid colors,
especially on top, help
to minimize size – light
colors, especially with a
large print of any kind
will make you look
bigger than you are.
Tanks or sleeveless tops
will add to weight to
shoulders and arms.
Makeup and Hair.
For makeup, pay special attention to your eyes – they are what
you will see first in your photos, so don’t overdo it. Thick false eyelashes can add shadows to your eyes that will shade your natural
eye color and dull the eyes. Avoid any makeup that glitters. Cover
up zits with concealer. If you don’t use colored lipstick, try some
clear lip gloss to give your lips a little shine and to keep them from
looking dry and cracked. For hair, be you. Don’t try anything radical. Remember to bring a brush.
Bra Straps.
If you wear a tank or other top with thin straps, the bra straps
will show. (Removing unwanted bra straps are expensive to edit
later). Also, make sure to bring bras to match with clothing.
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Photo Shoot Day
FYIs.

First things first. Expect to have a great time, because you will!
It’s OK to be a little nervous at first, but you’ll soon relax with our easy
going manner and super creative photography.
Don’t forget your deposit. You need to bring a $400 deposit on
your session day - better yet, avoid the hassle and pay the deposit
prior to your session day by making a secure payment from our
website www.duvalphoto.com and select ‘Make A Secure Payment’
from the main menu. (this deposit goes towards your order). If you
forget your deposit, you will not be photographed and you will
lose your Photo Shoot. Reminder: there is a $750 minimum portrait
order.
Arrive 15 minutes before. Come 15 minutes before your
scheduled time to fill out paperwork, and freshen up. We will spend
a few minutes with you to find out which photographic styles and
backgrounds you like best. Please be on time.
I’m running late, what do I do? Please leave yourself extra time
to get to the location. You will need to allow for road construction,
car issues and just plain getting lost! Your Photo Shoot was scheduled with a specific amount of time allotted. If you are late, we
may not be able to do your entire Shoot. Photo Shoot fees are not
refunded or credited if you are late or are a “no-show”. Call the us at
413-283-9341 as soon as possible if you are going to be late for your
session.
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Photo Shoot Day
FYIs.

What if it rains? If you plan to have the Outdoor On-Location
shoot but it looks like rain, call us before you leave. Showers
come and go quickly - it might still be raining where you are,
but sunny at the location.
If you have any questions about weather and your Photo Shoot,
give us a call – you may just hear from us first!
Glasses. Don’t forget to bring either the empty frames from your
optician or your frames with the lenses removed. See page 5 for more
information about wearing glasses.
Bring your clothing. For the Outdoors On-Location shoot you
will most likely be changing in your car. Be prepared to be a
‘quick change artist’ between outfits—the faster you change, the
more time there will be for you to get creative portraits.
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What About . . .
Being Photographed with
Friend’s & Sibling FAQs.
Bring friend’s or siblings.
Friends or siblings are invited to be photographed with you.
Parents are not included as that is a family portrait session. Please
feel free to call for more information about family sessions.
When should my friends arrive?
Plan on having your friends arrive at the location with you.
Friends will be photographed at the different areas you are
photographed in. If friends arrive late, we may not be able to
photograph them. The friends/siblings are included in the total
time allotted for your shoot.
For outdoor on-location shoots, we may move from area to area.
Your friends must be available at all times.
What can we wear?
We suggest you wear coordinating outfits. They don’t have
to be identical to your outfit, but you all should coordinate.
If you wear dark colors, your friends should be the same or if
you wear light colors, they should wear light colors as well.
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. . .Friends & Siblings

Being Photographed with
Friend’s & Sibling FAQs.

Can friends or siblings change clothing?
You can change, but remember; the less time you take
changing, the more pictures you’ll have to select from later!
Your friends and siblings should follow the clothing suggestions as well.
What about cancellations?
Please ask your friends and siblings to commit to the Photo
Shoot date and time. Remind them to
schedule their work schedule around this
appointment. You will be charged the full
On-Location photo shoot fee to schedule
friends on a different day.
If your friend has to cancel and can’t
come to the Photo Shoot,
PLEASE KEEP YOUR PHOTO SHOOT
APPOINTMENT.
Cancellations/reschedules made
less than7 days prior to the shoot
can result in the loss of your
Photo Shoot payment.
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Details
Photo shoot fees. Shoot fees and Friends & Sibling Session fees are
not refundable and are not used towards your order. See our guarantee
for more information.
Cancellations. Please avoid canceling your Photo Shoot. Arrange your
work or school schedule so you may keep your appointment. If you
must cancel, please give us at least 10 days notice. If you fail to give us
at least 7 days notice, your Photo Shoot fees will be forfeited. Please
understand that we may not be able to fill your appointment slot if
you should cancel last minute. In the summer and fall months we have
a waiting list for appointments. If you are doing the Outdoors and it’s
forecasting rain, call us the day before.
Deposits. When you come for your Photo Shoot, a $400 deposit is
required. The deposits paid go toward your portrait order and is subtracted from your balance when you place your order. If you do not
bring this deposit, you will NOT be photographed and you will lose all
Photo Shoot fees paid. To make sure the deposit is paid, we encourage
you to pre-pay this deposit either by phone, by check or on our our
website: www.duvalphoto.com and select “make-secure-payment”.
Please make this payment so we receive it at least two days before your
photo shoot.
Copyright. Duval photos are copyrighted and according to copyright
law photos must NOT be copied. This means you can’t scan or copy the
images, you can’t bring them to anyone else or any company to scan,
copy or photograph the images. In other words, there is no way you
are allowed to duplicate a Duval image. Please feel free to call the us if
you have any questions regarding Copyright laws.
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More Details
Picking out your images and placing your order. When your
Photo Shoot is ready to be viewed in your personal gallery, we will send
you an email with your login information. You will have 10 days to view
your gallery and select your favorite poses. You have an “Order Appointment by phone” date and time to talk with Madeline and place your
order. Everyone who will be making the decisions as to poses and packages should be available for this phone appointment. The minimum
portrait order (not including the Photo Shoot fee) is $750.
When you choose your poses and place your order, the entire
payment is required to begin processing your order. Photo Shoot
fees are not used towards portraits. If you need to reschedule your
order appointment, please give at least 48 hours’ notice so that your
time can be given to someone else. Canceled appointments must be
rescheduled within three days to maintain package pricing. After three
days, only A la Carte prices will be in effect.
If you do not order within 14 days of your original telephone
appointment, without prior approval, you will forfeit all payments made
to date.The image files are the property of the studio.

Retake. If you are not satisfied with the images from your Photo
Shoot, you must tell us within 24 hrs of receiving your gallery log-in
information in order to qualify for the studio’s exclusive guarantee.

Yearbook photos. It is the customer’s responsibility to see that the
school has received your yearbook photo and that the submission follows
school policies. Photography by Duval will not be responsible for any
yearbook photo that is not accepted by the school, that is an incorrect size,
pose, background, format, deadline, is omitted from the yearbook for any
reason, non submission, or for any other reason not stated.
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What to do

between now and your appointment day.

1. Pick out photos you like. Go to www.duvalphoto.com and find
the senior portraits that appeal to you the most. You can also find other
photos on the Web, from Facebook or your yearbook. Bring these images with you to show Madeline before your session.

2. Pick out your outfits. Remember, simple solid colors in a variety
of style. And don’t wait until the morning of your appointment to start
packing; it’s way too stressful, and stress is one thing we haven’t quite
figured out how to remove in Photoshop.

3. Don’t get too much sun. Sunburns and peeling faces are tough
to fix. We’ll make you look tanned in your portraits, so use lots of sunscreen in the few days before your Photo Shoot.
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How

to find us.

When scheduling your
photo shoot, we discussed
the location of the shoot
and where to meet.
Please plan on arriving early
so we can meet at the
designated location prior to
the photo shoot start time.
Please give yourself plenty
of time to get to the location and allow time for
getting lost or heavy traffic.
If you get lost or can’t find
us, call right away.
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Everything you need to know
is inside.

(413) 283-9341 • info@duvalphoto.com
www.duvalphoto.com
PO Box 780 West Springfield, MA 01069
All images ©2019 Photography by Duval
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